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17/18 IMPORTANT ASSESSMENT DATES
3rd Grade

April 9-10 – Reading – Paper Based – 80 minutes per session

April 17-18 – Mathematics – Computer Based – 80 minutes per session

4th Grade

March 6 – Writing – Paper Based – 120 minutes per session

April 19-20 – Mathematics – Computer Based – 80 minutes per session

April 24-25 – Reading – Computer Based – 80 minutes per session

5th Grade

March 6 – Writing – Paper Based – 120 minutes per session

April 26-27 – Reading – Computer Based – 80 minutes per session

May 7-8 – Mathematics – Computer Based – 80 minutes per session

May 1-2 – Science – Paper Based – 80 minutes per session



MATHEMATICS
•Multiple Choice

•Multi-select

•Equation Editor

•GRID (Graphic Response Item Display)

•Hot Text

•Open Response

•Matching

•Table Response

•Editing Task Choice

Types of questions students 

will see.



MULTIPLE CHOICE 
ITEMS

-require the student to select one 
answer from 4 choices.



MULTI-SELECT ITEMS
-students may select more than one answer
from 5 or more answer choices. 

-students must select all correct answers to 
receive credit for the item. 



EQUATION ITEMS
-students will enter a valid statement that 
answers the question.

•The response may be a number, an 
expression, or an equation.



GRID (GRAPHIC 
RESPONSE ITEM DISPLAY)

•GRID items require the student to use the 
point, line, and/or arrow buttons to create a 
response on a grid.



HOT TEXT ITEMS
•Hot text items require the student to either 
click on a response option or drag a response 
option to another location.



OPEN-RESPONSE 
ITEMS

• students enter a response into a text 

field. 

• questions can usually be answered in 

a sentence or two.



MATCHING ITEMS
•Matching items require the student to check 
a box to indicate if information from a column 
header matches information from a row.



TABLE ITEMS
•Table items require the student to type 
numeric values into a given table. 



REFERENCE SHEETS IN 
A POP-UP WINDOW FOR 
THE GRADES 4-5.



What is the ELA FSA?

The FSA is an assessment to determine student 
mastery of standards. 
• Students will be expected to respond to 

multiple choice questions, as well as write and 
respond in multiple ways that are different than 
on other traditional tests. 

• The FSA emphasizes critical and analytical 
thinking skills.



How the FSA is scored? 

The success a student has achieved with the Florida 
Standards will be assessed by ELA FSA and is 
described by Achievement Levels that range from: 1 
(lowest) to 5 (highest). 

Level 3 indicates satisfactory performance. 



What types of questions will my child see 
on the ELA FSA? 

Multiple Choice 
Multi-select 
Open Response 
Graphic Response Items 
Multi-part (Two Part Items)
Editing Tasks 



MULTIPLE CHOICE 
ITEMS

For these items, the students must choose the 
best answer from the answer choices and fill 
in one bubble for the correct answer. 



MULTI-SELECT ITEMS

Students will select the specified number of 
correct answers and fill in the circles for more 
than one correct answer. 

The item will make clear how many answers to 
select- students could be asked to select four or 
more answer options. So read carefully.



OPEN-RESPONSE 
ITEMS

For these items, students will read the question 

then write the answer in the space provided. This 

item type can be answered in one to two complete 

sentences.

*1-3 sentences. Clear, concise and to the point -just 

enough to answer the question and support it from 

the text

Any writing outside the box will NOT be scored.

Example of Open Response Item: Paper Based

What is one way fire ants use their claws and jaws during a 
flood? Use information from Passage 1 to support your answer.

Write in the space provided below.

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

Example of Open Response Item: Computer Based

Explain how the texts develop and treat the theme of 

freedom in the same way. 

Type your response in the space provided.



MULTI-PART ITEMS
Students will enter responses to two or more 

related questions.

Example of Multi-Part Question:

This question has two parts. First, answer Part A. Then, answer Part B.

Part A

Based on the information in Passage 1, with which statement would the author agree?

Rafts are too small to fit all of the ants from a colony.

Smaller colonies may not live through a flood.

The ants may not survive the journey without food. 

Building a raft is a clever way for the ants to survive.

A

B

C
D

Part B- Evidence Based Select Response

What piece of evidence from Passage 1 supports your answer in Part A?

“What a tangle of ants! But it’s just what the ants need to save their colony from drowning.” (paragraph 3)

“Once the raft is in place, one by one and two by two, more ants march out of the nest and onto the ant raft.” (para. 4)

“They carry ant eggs, ant babies, and of course, the queen. (Some ants may even pack a bit of food for the trip.)” (para. 4)

D   “An average-sized nest is made up of 100,000 fire ants.” (paragraph 5)

A

B

C



EDITING TASKS

Students will choose the correct word or phrase to 
fill in each blank in a passage. 

For each blank, fill in the circle before the correct 
word or phrase.

If you write the answer in the blank and don’t fill in 
the circle, your answer will NOT be scored.

Example: 

The president travels with a lot of different people: other officials, aides, and even reporters. Air Force One 

can handle all the guests. There are ____ [     too      tow      two      to ] kitchens that feed up to one hundred 

people at a time. Going long distances is easy because the airplane _________ [     can      must      should

might ] refuel in the air.                       

A B C D

A B  C
D



OTHER TYPES OF QUESTIONS…
Graphics (computer-based)

•Place the characteristics that describe the narrator, Cassie, or both in the 
diagram in the correct locations. 

–Sure

–Reflective

–Adventurous

–Cautious

–Determined

–Biology career

–Careless about friendship

–Impressed by the ocean

–**Not all words need to be used!

Cassie Narrator

Both

Each story has a conflict that is resolved differently. Choose the way the conflict 

is resolved and place it in the appropriate box for each story.

Hot Text Question: Drag and Drop

Hot Text Question: Selectable Hot Text



ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
WRITING ASSESSMENT

• Paper Based 

• Grades 4-5

• Students will read 2-4 passages that 

relate to the same topic

• Students will use the information 

that they’ve read to form an 

informative or opinion essay

• The writing portion is part of the 

overall ELA score



Writing Prompt

Write an informative essay about the effects wild animals and 
humans have on each other when they live in the same area. 

Use information from the passages in your essay.

Manage your time carefully so that you can
• read the passages;
• plan your response;
• write your response; and
• revise and edit your response.

Be sure to include
• an introduction;
• information from the passages as support; and
• a conclusion that is related to the information presented.

Your response should be in the form of a multiparagraph essay. Write 
your response in the space provided.
15070



WHAT CAN PARENTS DO TO 
HELP THEIR CHILD 
SUCCEED?

Day of Assessment

1. Good Night’s Sleep the Night 
Before Testing

2. Eat a Good, Healthy 
Breakfast

3. Positive Attitude, Encourage 
Your Child

4. Manage Time Wisely 

5. I’m Finished Early, Now What?

Whole school year

Reinforce what is being taught in the classroom.

Check homework daily.

Practice math fact fluency.

READ with children at least 30 minutes a day. 

Ask questions about the book.

Utilize computer programs provided by the 

school. These can be found in classlink.

Moby Max IXL

Reflex Think Central



WANT MORE 
INFORMATION?

FSA Portal

http://www.fsassessments.org


